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GDPR Implementation
GDPR – The world didn’t stop turning …

Could new data laws end up bankrupting your company?

By Matthew Wale
Technology and Business editor

7 July 2017

Many companies are in full “panic” mode, says KPMG’s Mark Thompson.

Nick, please accept our updated Terms by May 25 to continue using Facebook

Facebook

Mon 29 Apr, 22:19

Hi Nick,

We’ve updated our Terms to better explain our service and what we ask of everyone using Facebook.

We’ve made it easier for you to control your data, privacy and security settings in one place, which you can do any time in Settings. We’ve also updated our Data Policy and Cookies Policy to reflect the new features we’ve been working on, and to explain more about how we create a personalized experience for you. Updates include:

- new features such as Marketplace, camera effects and accessibility tools
- more detail about how our systems process things you share, such as text, photos and videos
- how we share information, systems and technology across the Facebook Company Products, including WhatsApp, Instagram and Oculus
- adding Instagram, a service provided by Facebook Ireland, to the Data Policy

Please go to Facebook to review and accept the Terms.

Review Now
Major new release 22 May

- GDPR WHOIS output
- Searchable WHOIS
- Removal of privacy service and the private non-trading opt-out
- Updated UK RRA put into effect
- UK Law enforcement continue to have access to the full data set*
- (Also updated Nominet’s privacy statements etc)

*This never included email and telephone numbers!
.UK WHOIS output – privacy by default

- Registrant name and address not included by default
- Explicit consent required for registrant name and/or address to be displayed
  - Use of disclose fields via EPP
  - Web Domain manager
  - Registrant online services
- Note: trading name, company number, and type are displayed on the WHOIS along with the organisation name, when using the contact:org disclose field

Domain name:
example.uk

Data validation:
Nominet was able to match the registrant’s name and address against a 3rd party data source on 01-Jan-2018

Registrar:
Example GmbH [Tag = EXAMPLE]
URL: http://www.example.net

Relevant dates:
Registered on: 01-Jan-2018
Expiry date: 01-Jan-2019
Last updated: 05-May-2018

Registration status:
Registered until expiry date.

Name servers:
ns3.example.com
ns4.example.com

WHOIS lookup made at 14:11:12 26-Jun-2018
Immediate impact

• Basically no changes to registration volumes, support queries etc
• WHOIS – as of 12th June 2018
  • Disclosed Registrant Name & Address = 86,892 domain names
  • Disclosed Registrant Name only = 1,799
  • Disclosed Registrant Address only = 11
• Increase in data release requests
  • May 1st – May 21st
    • 25 requests relating to 25 domain names
  • May 21st – June 12th
    • 23 requests relating to 175 domain names
    • 8 rejected - No legitimate reason given for requesting data
• IP rights disputes filings static (but early days)
Looking forwards - Proxy Services Consultation

More questions than answers ...

• Is there any point/demand for proxy services in a GDPR environment?
• Fundamental question about the underlying data – if not given to Nominet then what are the security/escrow arrangements?
• Would there be an additional accreditation step/verification of registrant ID in order to be able to use a proxy?
• Handling DRS complaints, criminal suspensions?
• ICANN consultation on proxy services coming up July – Sept?
ICANN Update – gTLDs

- New temporary specification is now in force
- ePDP likely to proceed, but many questions about this
- Many registrars now not collecting mandated data – EPAG case lost
- Other questions about how ‘legal’ the temporary specification is
- Ad hoc disclosure processes now being developed across registries and registrars
- Govt and business/ IP community unhappy and a standard accreditation mechanism likely to be problematic
Nominet drains mug of tea, leans back, calmly explains how to make Whois GDPR-compliant

.UK registry not entirely sure what all the fuss is about
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GDPR implementation
Thank you

Questions?